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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a new approach to the design of polar
separable 2D filters. The novelty lies in the existence of an
analytic description of the filter in both domains, the spatial
and the frequency domain. That means no numeric optimi-
sation becomes necessary and derivatives of the filters can
be computed analytically. The method is based on a series of
Poisson filters, which is interpreted in terms of a z-transform.
The resulting radial filters are then combined with spherical
harmonics. We show several examples, among these a new
2D quadrature filter.

1. INTRODUCTION

The topic of this paper is the design of polar separable filters.
In contrast to many former publications on this topic, we do
not address numerical filter optimisation schemes, as for in-
stance in [12] (see also [10]), but a fully symbolic approach.
Our proposed method allows to derive filters which can be
represented analytically in both domains, the spatial domain
and the frequency domain.

Polar separable filters are especially useful to extract fea-
tures of two-dimensional signals which are rotation invariant
and to estimate the signal orientation. Examples for rotation
invariant features are the local phase and the local frequency
which can be extracted by steerable filters [9] or by spherical
quadrature filters based on the monogenic signal [6]. Edges
[3] and corners [11] are further examples for features which
are independent of the absolute orientation.

Several methods in image and image sequence process-
ing make use of polar separable filters for the purpose of ori-
entation estimation, see for instance [10, 4, 13]. Hence, polar
separable filters are an important tool in two-dimensional sig-
nal processing. The main drawback of these filters is, how-
ever, that their (inverse) Fourier transform is difficult or im-
possible to compute in closed form. Those filters which have
closed form solutions (see e.g. [5]) are often not sufficiently
band-selective.

Most practically useful filters, as for instance the log-
normal filter [10], cannot be represented in analytic form in
the spatial domain. In most applications, however, we do not
require exactly that particular filter – a sufficiently similar
filter would do the same job. Therefore, a filter approxima-
tion scheme which produces filters with similar amplitude
responses, but with a closed form analytic description in the
spatial domain would be useful.

But why do we want to have a closed form description
in the spatial domain? There can be several cases where this
is useful, for instance as it comes to spatial derivatives of
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filter responses [8], certain theoretic derivations like band-
width products, etc.. Also the numerical optimisation of fil-
ter masks can be improved by defining error measures in both
domains simultaneously.

We propose a new approach for radial symmetric filter
approximation in terms of a series of Poisson filters [5] in
section 2. The coefficients of this series can be computed
in terms of an inverse z-transform. In section 3 we combine
this Poisson filter series with spherical harmonics, in order to
approximate arbitrary polar separable filters. Some examples
for particular filters are derived in section 4.

2. POISSON FILTER SERIES

As first step, we focus on radial symmetric filters. These are
approximated by a series of Poisson filters.

The Poisson filter kernels form a family of lowpass filters
comparable to Gaussian kernels. They even form a linear
scale-space [7]. In the two-dimensional case, the amplitude
response of the Poisson kernel is given as

P(u,s) = exp(−2π|u|s) , (1)

where u = [u1 u2]T is the 2D frequency vector, |u| =
√

uT u
its norm, and s indicates the scale of the filter, i.e., defines its
upper band limit. The convolution kernel which corresponds
to (1) is given according to [14] as

p(x,s) =
∫

R2
P(u,s)exp(i2π xT u)du

=
s

2π(|x|2 + s2)3/2
. (2)

In order to derive an approximation of an arbitrary radial
filter, we define a finite linear combination of Poisson filters
according to

F(|u|) =
S

∑
s=0

csP(u,s) =
S

∑
s=0

cs exp(−2π|u|s) , (3)

where cs indicate the linear coefficients and S < ∞. Substi-
tuting z = exp(2π|u|), (3) becomes the z-transform [1] of cs,
assuming that cs = 0 for s > S:

G(z) =
S

∑
s=0

csz
−s , (4)

where G(z) = F(log(z)/(2π)).
The z-transform is a very common tool in 1D signal pro-

cessing, but in higher dimensions it is less common. Inter-
preting the series (3) as a z-transform allows us to use all
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known properties of the z-transform for our purpose. How-
ever, one should always keep in mind that the relation be-
tween frequency response and the z-transform of a sequence
differ in the classical 1D case and in our case: we do not
obtain the frequency response by substituting z = exp(i2πu)
but by substituting z = exp(2π|u|). Hence, we do not look at
the unit circle in the z-domain, but at the line z > 1 ∈ R.

Before we make use of the z-transform, we have to con-
sider the region of convergence. Since exp(2π|u|) ∈ [1,∞)
for all u, we have to assure a convergence radius (w.r.t. 1/z)
of at least one. Since our series is finite, convergence be-
comes trivial. This changes if we consider infinite linear
combinations. Since we want to write down closed form so-
lutions, the infinite case is irrelevant.

One of the main properties of the z-transform is that it
maps sequences to polynomials in 1/z. This allows us to
formulate constraints on the radial filter in terms of polyno-
mials, which is straightforward. For instance, we can set the
amplitude response and its derivative to zero at the origin
and at infinity. The resulting Poisson filter series consists of
at least three non-zero components at scales 1, 2, and 3 (see
section 4)

Another useful property of the z-transform are the limit
theorems, which allow to compute the series coefficients di-
rectly from the z-transform:

c0 = lim
z→∞

G(z)

c1 = lim
z→∞

z(G(z)− c0) (5)

c2 = lim
z→∞

z2(G(z)− c0− c1z−1) . . .

This can also be very useful for the approximation of radial
functions which are known analytically in the Fourier do-
main. However, this topic is out of the scope of this paper.

3. GENERAL POLAR SEPARABLE FILTERS

Up to now we have only considered radial filters, i.e., filters
where the radial impulse response and the radial amplitude
response are related by the (zeroth order) Hankel transform
[2]. For 2D filters which also contain angular variations, the
more general theorem of Stein and Weiss [14] must be ap-
plied, leading to a kth order Hankel transform of the radial
function:
Theorem (Stein and Weiss). The Fourier transform of a 2D
function g(x1,x2) = g0(r)exp(imφ), where m is an integer
and x1 + ix2 = r exp(iφ), is given as

G(u1,u2) = 2π(−i)m exp(imθ)
∫ ∞

0
g0(r)Jm(2πqr)r dr ,

(6)
where u1 + iu2 = qexp(iθ) and Jm(·) is the Bessel function
of mth order.

The angular functions exp(imθ) are the spherical har-
monics of order m for Euclidean 2D space. Due to the theory
of Fourier series, one can approximate any angular function
(in L2 sense) using the spherical harmonics. The Fourier co-
efficients are denoted dm in the following.

In our framework, we can now approximate any polar
separable 2D filter by the outer product of the Poisson filter
series and the Fourier series:

F(u)≈
S

∑
s=0

M

∑
m=0

csdm exp(imθ)exp(−2π|u|s) . (7)

Note that substituting z̃ = exp(iθ) leads to the z-transform
w.r.t. the angular coordinate, i.e., the angular part of the 2D
amplitude response corresponds to the frequency response in
the 1D case. Furthermore, the 1D impulse response corre-
sponds to the coefficients of the Fourier series and 1D FIR
filters correspond to 2D filters based on a finite number of
spherical harmonics.1

In order to obtain an analytic expression in the spatial
domain, the inverse Fourier transforms of all combinations
exp(imθ)exp(−2π|u|s) with non-zero coefficients csdm are
required. Using the Stein and Weiss theorem and exchanging
spatial and Fourier domain, one can compute these kernels –
however, the algebraic manipulations might become tedious
for large m. For m ∈ {0, . . . ,3} the analytic closed form ex-
pressions are [5]

m = 0 : p(x,s)

m = 1 : i
x1 + ix2

2π(|x|2 + s2)3/2

m = 2 : (x1 + ix2)2 s(2s2 +3|x|2)−2(s2 + |x|2)3/2

2π|x|4(|x|2 + s2)3/2

m = 3 : i(x1 + ix2)3

12s2|x|2 +8s4 +3|x|4−8s(s2 + |x|2)3/2

2π|x|6(|x|2 + s2)3/2
.

4. EXAMPLE FILTERS

In this section we present a few examples in order to illustrate
how the theory from section 2 and section 3 can be applied
in practice.

We start with the derivation of a radial bandpass filter.
The minimum requirements for a bandpass filter are that its
value and its derivative are zero for zero frequency and at
infinite frequency. Therefore, we have

F(0) = 0 and lim
|u|→∞

F(|u|) = 0

F ′(0) = 0 and lim
|u|→∞

F ′(|u|) = 0 .

The first two conditions lead to

G(1) = 0 and lim
z→∞

G(z) = 0 (8)

respectively. For the derivative of the radial amplitude re-
sponse, we obtain (q = |u|)

F ′(q) =
∂

∂q
G(exp(2πq)) = 2πzG′(z)

and hence,

G′(1) = 0 and lim
z→∞

zG′(z) = 0. (9)

Plugging in (4), we obtain from (8) and (9), left,

S

∑
s=0

cs = 0, c0 = 0, and
S

∑
s=0

scs = 0.

11D IIR filters implemented by recursive filters correspond to repeated
application of the 2D filter to the signal. This observation might lead to new
adaptive filtering schemes – however, this is out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1: Examples of radial bandpass filters according to
(11).

The right equation in (9) becomes trivial. The first non-trivial
solution for smallest possible S is obtained for S = 3:

c3 = c1 and c2 =−2c1.

Choosing c1 = 1, we thus obtain the convolution kernel

f (x) = p(x,1)−2p(x,2)+ p(x,3). (10)

In the 2D case, this expression becomes

f (x) = 2π−1((1+ |x|2)(4+ |x|2)(9+ |x|2))− 3
2 ·

[3((1+ |x|2)(4+ |x|2)) 3
2 −4((1+ |x|2)(9+ |x|2)) 3

2

+((4+ |x|2)(9+ |x|2)) 3
2 ].

In general, constraining the first k derivatives being zero, re-
sults in a filter series of the form

f (x) =
k

∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

k
s

)
p(x,s+1) , (11)

which follows from some basic, but tedious calculations.
Similar bandpass filters with lower centre frequency can

be obtained by shifting the scale parameters. This can be
shown my exploiting the semigroup property of the Pois-
son kernel [7] or directly by setting c0, . . . ,cl = 0. The only
change in (11) is then to replace p(x,s+1) with p(x,s+ l +
1).

In Fig.1, the radial amplitude responses for some exam-
ples are shown.

The filter design becomes much more interesting if we
allow angular variations. According to the series (7), angular
variations can be considered independently of the radial se-
ries, leading to Fourier series. We will give just one example
for the latter, the reader is referred to the literature for further
examples.

A particularly interesting case is obtained if we plug the

binomial coefficients

(
2

m−1

)
into the angular part of (7):

F(θ) = exp(iθ)+2exp(i2θ)+ exp(i3θ). (12)

The amplitude response and the phase response are plotted
in Fig. 2. The amplitude response of the filter shows a be-
haviour similar to a quadrature filter or to the Hilbert trans-
form. Assuming an intrinsically 1D signal2 with a compati-
ble orientation, i.e., a signal varying in the horizontal direc-
tion, the filter response is related to the analytic signal. Us-
ing two different imaginary units for the Fourier transform

2The spectrum is concentrated on a line; also called simple signal [10].
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Figure 2: Amplitude response (solid) and phase response
(dashed) of (12).

and the series in (12), or equivalently, considering (12) as
two components of a vector, and computing the amplitude
w.r.t. this vector, results in the analytic signal. The phase
response of (12) directly represents the orientation in double
angle representation [10].

For non-horizontal orientations, we need a further com-
ponent for obtaining the analytic signal. Consider the 2D
signal s(x) = v(xT n0), where v(·) is a 1D signal and n0 a
normalised 2D vector representing the orientation of the sig-
nal. Applying (12) to s(x) results in a response which can be
separated into one part that depends on v(·) and one part that
depends on n0 = [cosθ0 sinθ0]T . Considering the latter one,
we obtain for the

even part of v(·) 2cos(2θ0)+ i2sin(2θ0)
odd part of v(·) cosθ(2cos(2θ0)+ i2sin(2θ0)) .

Hence, for non-horizontal signals, we have to add a re-
sponse for the odd part of v(·) with the angular shape
sinθ(2cos(2θ0)+ i2sin(2θ0)). By one line of calculus, we
obtain the second filter

F2(θ) = iexp(iθ)− iexp(i3θ) . (13)

In total, we obtain six real-valued responses from the filters
F(θ) and F2(θ).

In a simple experiment, we combined the angular filters
F(θ) and F2(θ) with the radial bandpass obtained from k = 2
and l = 1 and applied this filter to the test image in Fig. 3.
Taking the quadratic norm of the responses, we obtain the
magnitude response in Fig. 4.

The filter response also includes information about the
orientation of the signal, see Fig. 5, and the local phase, see
Fig. 6.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel method for designing polar separable
2D filters. By exploiting the z-transform which maps the ra-
dial frequency response into the space of polynomials, one
can easily put certain constraints on the frequency response.
In a similar way, the angular factor of the frequency response
can be controlled by means of a Fourier series. Combin-
ing both series, polar separable filters with known analytic
description in both domains, the spatial domain and the fre-
quency domain, are obtained. We presented several exam-
ples, among these one for a novel 2D quadrature filter. The
properties of the latter will become subject of our future re-
search.
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Figure 3: Test image for quadrature filter [10].

Figure 4: Magnitude of the responses of (12,13) in one quad-
rant of Fig. 3.
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